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Tov ÖE lHtEpOUpavlOv "C01tOV OU"CE 'tls Ü�VT)crE 1t<O "Cmv tfIÖE 1tO\T)"Clls OU"CE 
1tO"CE u�vllcrE\ KU"C' tl;iuv. EXE\ ÖE roÖE - "COA�T)"CEOV yap ouv "Co YE tlAT)eEs Et1tdv, 
aAA.ros "CE KUt 1tEpt tlAT)eEius AEYOV"CU - fJ yap tlXPro�u"Cos "CE KUt tlcrXT)�a'tlcr'tOs 
KUt tlvu<Plls oucriu oV"C<Os oucru, 'l'uxiis KußEPVllttl �OV<!l eW"Cll vi!> ... "CoU"Cov EXE\ 
"Cov "C01tOV (Phaedr. 247 c 3ff.). Judging by the first sentence here quoted the 
"place beyond the heavens" should be a good subject for poetryl. Plato himself 
introduces it in the course of Socrates' second speech, which is cast in the form 
of a myth. If myth and poetry are the appropriate media for this conception, 
students of Plato may easily conclude that it would be futile to look for a serious 
"philosophical" significance of this "C01t0s. Any such conclusion would be unfair 
to Socrates' determination to "speak what is true" ("Co YE tlAT)eEs Et1tdv) because 
"truth" is the subject to be discussed. It is probably safe to understand "truth" 
as a reference to the Forms which occupy this region - the region itself is shortly 
afterwards (248 b 6) called the "plain of truth". Myth and truth, to be sure, are 
an uncommon combination in Plat02; but if "truth" here presents itself like an 
island in a sea of exuberant mythical imagery, Plato must have his definite 
reasons for coming forward with it in this unusual environment. 

As far as I am aware, Platonic scholars have not expressed surprise at the 
strange association of myth and "truth". Still, R. Hackforth3 in the exegetical 
commentary attached to his translation somehow comes to grips with a problem 
which he does not formulate and, as far as I can make out, not actually perceive. 
He refers more than once to the "myth", even speaks of "allegory" in the de
scription of the region "outside the heavens", but he also points out that "this is 
not the first occasion on which true Being ... has been given a local habitation". 
The earlier occasions he has in mind are the passages in the 'Republic' where 
the VOll"COs "C01t0s and the Utcrell"C0s are introduced and contrasted and where 
we learn that the soul may rise to the former when, like the prisoners in the Cave 
who return to the light, it frees itself from its condition of bondage to sense 
impressions and opinions. From the 'Republic' Hackforth goes on (via Soph. 

I G. J. De Vries (A commentary on the Phaedrus 01 Plato, Amsterdam 1969, 133) looks at the 
words "no poet has celebrated ... " as a Iiterary motif, of which the Odyssey (a 351 f.) offers the 
first and Horace's carmina non prius audila (c. III I, 2f.) the most famous example. Anyone 
taking this view would have to consider the reference to the future poets as a notable variation 
(Ti'lÖ& too is an unusual feature, but context and subject matter would account for it). 

2 See the admirable observations in W. H. Thompson's commentary ( The Phaedrus 01 Plato, 
London 1868 and 1973) ad löc. 

3 Plato's Phaedrus translated with Introduction and Commentary by R. Hackforth (Cambridge 
1952) 80ff. 
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248 a, where I cannot find anything in the least relevant) to Timaeus 30 c ff., 
where the Forms have a high er status than the World-Soul and therefore a 

fortiori than individual souls. He does not fail to observe that in the 'Timaeus' 
too Plato sets forth his thoughts EV J.lu90u crxllJ.lun. The lJ1t&POUpUVtOe; 't01tOe; in 
the �Phaedrus' symbolizes for Hackforth the same priority of status that he 
gathers Plato wished to convey in the 'Timaeus'. 

In tuming to the 'Timaeus' Hackforth was on the right way. On the whole, 
however, hard as I have tried to profit from his comparisons and suggestions, I 
have not succeeded and have in particular been unable to persuade myself that 
"the relative status of Forms and souls" is the question to which the passage in 
the 'Phaedrus' makes a contribution4• Nor do I consider the VOll'tOe; 't01tOe; as 
truly comparable. Surely, there is an "ascent" of the souls also in the 'Phaedrus' 
and here too it results in their acquaintance with something accessible only to 
voue;. But at this point the similarity ends. The word U 1tf:poupUVtoe; specifies a 
relation to the oupuvoe;, i.e. to the physical world, emphasizing for the "place 
above the heavens" a character and connotations quite different from the 
VOll't<><; 't01tOe;5. 

As indicated, I too resort to the 'Timaeus' but the thoughts that I consider 
relevant for Phaedrus 247 c are to be found in the section on "space". Here (52 b 
4ff.) Plato concludes a most penetrating and profound disquisition by deciding 
that while all sense-perceived, physical objects must be in "space" (xropu) and 
have their "place" ('t01tOe;), it is utterly wrong to associate the same mode of 
existence with the öV'troe; ÖV or as he in the same context calls the Forms the 
ÜU1tVOe; KU\. aA.ll9&e; </lucrte; U 1tUPXoucru (52 b 7; cf. c 5). Plato's involved argu
ments, rendered even more difficult and at tim es downright obscure by the 
idiosyncrasies of his phrasing, have been elucidated with brilliant success6• 
Quite clearly, Plato here rejects all thought of assigning a "local habitation" to 

4 My objeetions to Haekforth apply mutatis mutandis also to Leon Robin who in the Bude 
edition of the Phaedrus (5th ed. , Paris 1961, ad loe.) suggests that the relation of the UItf.P
oupavlo<; ,elto<; to the region of the stars symbolizes the superiority of dialeetie to astronomy 
known to us from Book VII of the Republic, an interpretation arrived at by an exeessive use of 
imagination. 0, 

5 I say this with confidenee although I am aware of Resp. VI 509 d 2ff. and IX 591 a f. - Cf. in 
general Paul Friedländer, Plato. An Introduction (Eng!. trI. by H. Meyerhoff, New York 1958) 
194f. 

6 F. M. Comford's explanatory seetions on the "Reeeptacle" and on "Chaos" (Plato's Cosmolo
gy, London 1937,190--2\0) remain basic even though some details have not proved immune to 
eriticism. Comford refers (p. 192 n. 3) to Aristotle's views on ,eno<; but never to the unf.p
oupavtO<; ,eno<;. Of later contributions I eile here only H. Chemiss' paper on 49 e 7 - 50 b 5 
(AlP 75, 1954, 1 I3ff.) and his contribution to Melanges Mgr. Dies (Paris 1956, 49ff.) whieh 
advanees a new interpretation of 52 e 2-5. It seems worth observing that while Comford is 
quite eorreet in stressing the contrast between Plato's eoneeption of Time and of Spaee (pp. 
\02f.), they have a negative aspeet in eommon. The Forms are as little in Spaee as they are in 
Time. 
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the Forms as incompatible with their nature. In this instance too the mythical 
form of his account does not prevent hirn from invoking the help of the Öt' 
UKptßElUC; UA,TJSilc; A,oyoC; (c 6) to safeguard the illocalitas (as it later came to be 
called7) of the Forms. Another noteworthy feature is the first person (OVEtpO-

1tOA,OU!lEV ... q>UJlEV, 52 b 3) which Plato uses when describing the tendency to 
postulate a "place" for all that is and to deny reality to anything for which no 
place can be specified. Surely, as Aristotle puts it, ta ... oVtU1taVtEC; U1toA,UJlßa
VOJlEV EIVUl 1tOU' tO yap Jlil öv OUÖU!lOU ElVUt (Phys. IV 1,208 a 29)8. Skeptically 
inclined people outside the Academy would almost certainly pester Plato with 
questions where his much talked of iiöTJ were to be found, but it is by no means 
impossible that even some of his followers or disciples (whatever we mean by 
these words) feh qualms about entities that were left without a location. For 
others, one would think, to accept this tenet was not harder than to believe in 
realities that could not be seen and that lacked almost all characteristics familiar 
to us from the objects of daily experience. 

Evidently, the "truth" of the 'Timaeus' is not the same as the "truth" of the 
'Phaedius'. One wonders whether Plato for once responded to the tendency just 
mentioned, feeling that the (persistent?) questions: "where are the Forms" 
should receive some kind of answer. It certainly is a very peculiar answer; and a 
very peculiar and most unexpected "place" has been chosen9• Tbe advantages 
of settling the Forms "above the heavens" and outside the physical Cosmos are 
obvious, and so is the gain connected with the introduction of this "place" in the 
context of a sublime vision presented in a myth. But if we find this conception 
wonderfully in harmony with the spirit and tenor of the entire myth where so 
much that is not physical - especially acts of the soul - is described in the most 
vivid colors and with a maximum of concrete physical detail, we must not forget 
the emphatic promise to "tell what is true". For we have no right to question the 
serious intent of this sentence and whatever view we may take of other items of 
thought or imagery in this myth, the U1tEpOupaVtOC; t01tOC; calls for an apprecia
tion in special terms. 

On the relation between the tenets of the 'Timaeus' and our passage in the 
'Phaedrus' we cannot say much without becoming involved in problems of 
relative chronology. Most Platonic scholars would be convinced that the 'Phae
drus', even if later than the 'Republic', must yet be earlier than the 'Timaeus'. 

7 The loei c/assici for this term are found in Claudianus Mamertus, De statu animae (e.g. 117; 
64, 8 Engelbrecht in CSEL 11; III 5; 161, 22). For the idea cf. the commentary ofR. Beutler 
and W. Theiler in Plotins Schriften übersetzt von R. Harder on Enn. VI 5, 8, 28 (Vol. Il b, p. 
417), where E. Bickel, Illocalitas in Immanuel Kant Festschrift zum zweihundertsten Geburtstag 

(Albertus Univ. , Königsberg i. Pr. 1924) 9ff. might be added. 
8 Note also ibid. 27-33: even Hesiod's account begins with the emergence of Earth from Chaos 

because everything else needs a place to exist. 
9 This was c1early realized by Simplicius (In Arist. Phys. 546, IO D.), whose perceptive observa

tions deserve attention. 
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Before venturing my own word of wisdom on this thorny subject, I wish to 
present two passages of Aristotle's 'Physics'; for unless I am mistaken, both of 
them acquire a new interest when examined with Phaedrus 247 c 3ff. in mind. 

I} In the chapters on 't01to<;; Aristotle sets forth that from one point of view 
p1ace "encompasses" the body contained in it whi1e from another it is itself 
encompassed because the surfaces of the body mark off and "define" the p1ace 
occupied (IV 2, 209 b 1-16). In the former case it wou1d be something akin to 
"form", doo<;;; in the 1atter it might be regarded as "matter" because matter too 
is given shape by Form. 

1tEptEXOIlEVOV is the word app1icab1e to matter as weH as to p1ace. With no 
little violence Aristotle equates the "Receptacle" of the 'Timaeus' with his own 
"matter'� (ÜA.ll)IO. About twenty lines later he declares that what is must always 
be somewhere and continues: llA.cL't(ovt IlEV't01 AEK'tEOV, Ei od 1tUPEKßUV'tU<;; 
Elm;iv11, Otel 'ti OUK EV 't01tep 'tU &toll Kui 0\ cipt91l0i, &t1tEP 'to IlE9EK'ttKOV 0 't01tQ<;;, 
EhE 'tOU IlEYUA.OU Kui 'tOU IllKPOU ÖV'to<;; 'tot> IlE9EK'ttKOU (a propositiQn which 
Aristotle found in the "so caHed unwritten doctrines" and which is fortunately 
immaterial to our purpose), &t't& 'ti]<;; ÜA.ll<;;, wcmEp EV 'tc'!> TlllUiep YEYPU<PEV (209 b 
33-21Oa 2). 

2) The Infinite (as we read Phys. III 4, 203 a 1ff.) has engaged the thought of 
all serious physical thinkers and has even been elevated to the status of a princi
pIe (apxil). For the Pythagoreans it was a principle of sense-perceived objects, 
whereas Plato finds it both in the objects of sense and in the Forms. Moreover, 
again unlike the Pythagoreans, who declare 'to E�o) 'tOU oupuvot> to be infinite, 
Plato holds E�o) Ili:v oUöi:v dVUl crrollu, oUöi: 'tu<;; iOEu<;; OlU 'to 1111°6 1tot> dVUl 
uU'tu<;; (a 8f.). 

Evidently the U1tEPOUPUVlO<;; 't01to<;; has been ignored in both passages. In 
the former this may be excused on the ground that Aristotle's mind is focussed 
on the "unwritten doctrines" and the 'Timaeus', and in the 'Timaeus' again on 
the seetion which we have summarized. For this section, all misrepresentations 
and distortions of Plato's thought notwithstanding, the words OUK f:v 't01tep 'tU 
&toll are a perfectly correct summary of Plato's pronouncements regarding the 

10 Chemiss, Aristotle's Criticism 0/ Plato and the Academy (Baltimore 1944) 165ff., esp. 170ff. has 
analyzed the misunderstandings which result from AristotIe's foisting on Plato the concept of 
a substratum analogous to his own. David Keyt, AJP 80 (1961 ) 291 who goes his own way, 
introduces unnecessary complications. He distinguishes four views on tOlto<;; early in Aris
totIe's account where in truth only two are formulated and assigns a "character" to Plato's 
"Receptac1e", a theory so completely at variance with Plato's own words that it can only be 
due to a confusion between J(UPUKtTJP and "character". 

11 As Hans Wagner has pointed out (Aristoteles, Physikvorlesung, Berlin 1967, 539), it is not easy 
to see from wh at AristotIe "digresses" . Havingjust stated that wh at exists is obviously ev t07tql, 
he may have recaUed the standard description of the Forms as "being" par excellence but 
failed to make c1ear this operation of his thoughts. Altematively, the passage might be regard
ed as an afterthought and as such c10ser to 209 b 11 (cf. Wagner, loc. ci!.). 
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Forms. In the second passage no preoccupation with a particular work of Plato 
can account for what strikes us as a ftat contradiction of Phaedrus 247 c 3ff. 

Three explanations offer themselves: 
1) Aristotle may not have read the mythical seetion of the 'Phaedrus'. 

Despite the reference to this section in Rhetoric III 7, 1 408 b 20, where it serves 
as an example of poetic style, and despite the elose agreement of Aristotle's 
rhetorical system with the blueprint in Phaedrus 266 d-272 b (cf. 277 b 8ff.)12, 
this explanation cannot be called downright impossible, but it is indeed far from 
probable. No more believable does it seem that Aristotle whom most of his 
readers would credit with phenomenal powers of memory should simply have 
forgotten so impressive a motif of the myth in the 'Phaedrus'. 

2) Aristotle may have known but discounted the Ö1tf:POUptlVlO� .01tO� 
because for hirn, as for modem interpreters of the 'Phaedrus', its presence in a 
myth - and in a myth which unlike the myth of the 'Timaeus' did not em body a 
cosmology - deprived the idea of philosophical significance. If this was his 
opinion, his failure to pay attention to the promise of.o YE aAT)9E� Ei1tEiv would 
be of a piece with the inaccuracies and inadvertences so common in his treatises 
(and would of course again have its parallel in the attitude of modem interpret
ers). Another and more legitimate reason for Aristotle's discounting of the 
passage would be that he knew - or believed - the 'Phaedrus' to have been 
written prior to the 'Timaeus' and looked upon Plato's deelaration in Timaeus 
52 b ff. as his well considered opinion and final word, which rendered previous 
localizations of the Forms null and void. In this case the assertion: E�o) ... ouoE 
.a� iOEa�, almost provocative in its denial of what we read in the 'Phaedrus', 
might even be intended to warn us against accepting the Ö1tEPOUptlV\O� .01tO� as 
representative of Plato's convictions 13. 

3) At the time when Aristotle put down the passages in Phys. III and IV he 
could not know the 'Phaedrus' because it had not yet been written or, if written, 
not yet been published. Many Platonic scholars would be aghast at this idea. I 
too confess that while I am prepared to consider the 'Phaedrus' a late work, in 
fact as late as the arguments advanced by Jaeger suggest14, I should not have 

12 Cf. George Kennedy, The Art 0/ Persuasion in Greece (London 1963) 82. 92 and pass.; G. M. 
A. Grube, The Greek and Roman Critics (London 1965) 93ft". as weil as my own discussion CP 
33 (1938) 402ft". with further references. 

I3 Cf. Anders Wedberg, Plato's Philosophy 0/ Mathematics (Stockholm 1955) eh. III seetion 8. 
14 Unfortunately Jaeger's suggestions in Paideia III (Eng!. trI., New York 1944) 185 are not quite 

easy to harmonize with those ibid. 147. In the "Notes" (108f., p. 320) Jaeger thinks it "most 
probable" that the Phaedrus was written between Aristotle's dialogue Gryllus and Isocrates' 
Antidosis, i.e. between 362 and 353. Although not entirely clear and not free of inconsistencies, 
Jaeger's arguments are weighty and his opinion seems sound. It is a matter for regret that little 
attention has been paid to it (Hackforth, op. eil. 5 lists Jaeger with others favoring a late dating 
of the Phaedrus, adding no�comment, an odd contrast to the extensive discussion and scrutiny 
which he gives to a highly speculative reconstruction of the literary relations between Plato 
and Isocrates). 
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put it quite so late and that while most of the 'Physics' is in my opinion early, I 
should not have thought of Books III and IV as quite so early. But our knowl
edge and judgment in these maUers lack firm groundl5. There have been many 
surprising developments in the chronology of Plato's dialogues, and none has 
changed its place as often as the 'Phaedrus' since the days when Schleiermacher 
and others regarded it as the earliest of all Platonic works. No other dialogue is 
so complex and none presents us with the same puzzling combination of quite 
early and quite la te elements. 

Of these three explanations the second would probably recommend itself 
to more classical scholars than either the first or the third. I do not wish to criti
cize this preference but would argue that before a final conclusion can be 
reached still another passage of Aristotle should be taken into account. This 
third passage is not in the 'Physics' but in the Oe caelo (19, 279 a 18-23): 

Our Cosmos - generally referred in this context as oupuvo� - is finite and 
contains the entire amount of all five Aristotelian elements, whose "natural 
places", which are also the goals of their "natural movements", are within its 
confines. Having done his utmost to secure these fundamental tenets against 
any conceivable doubt or objection, Aristotle continues: Ot07tEP ou'r' EV t07tql 
tUKEi 7tS<j>UKEV, OutE xpovo� UUta 7tOtEi YTlpacrKEtV, Ouo' ECHtV OUOEVO� OUOqllU 
j.lEtUß01..T] trov lmEp tT]V E!;Oltatffi tEtU'Yj.lSVffiV <j>opav, U1..1..' UVU1..1..OlffitU KUt 
u7tu9il tT]v uPlcrtllV EXOVtU �ffiT]V KUt tT]V UutUpKEcrtatllV OtutE1..Ei tOV Ü7tUVtU 
uirovu ... As Aristotle can hardly wax so enthusiastic about the Platonic Forms, 
the only subject he may have in mind are deities, and on the divine nature of 
tUKEi the interpreters seem to be unanimous. Some would even think of the 
god(s) as mover(s), a view precluded by a passage at the end of this section (a 
33-b 3), where it is stated that there is nothing stronger than the body engaged 
in circular motion (i.e. the aether) and that for this reason nothing could move 
this bodyl6. 

It must be admitted that the presence of the gods in the area outside the 
heavens is as great a surprise as their appearance at this point of the text. The 
textual problem has caused a very extensive scholarly debate; fortunately it is 
peripheral to our interests in this study and we may turn at on ce to the surpris-

15 Jaeger is not the only scholar who favors a "very late" date for the Phaedrus. See e.g. O. 
Regenbogen, Kleine Schriften (Munich 1961) 248ff. Cf. De Vries, op. eil. (above n, I) 11; 
Walter Bröcker, Platos GesprlJche (Frankfurt a, M. 1964) 524ff, 

16 In the sentence of279 b l  the "circular body" must be the grammatical subject. It is impossible 
to assume a change of subject and complete reorientation between the OUtt: c1auses in a 34f. 
and this sentence. Cf, my Aristotle's system 0/ the physical world (Ithaca, N ,y, 1960) 308 n, 20, 
For textual and other questions relating to 279 a 18- b 3 - or indeed a 11-b 3 - I refer to the 
balanced treatment and the bibliography in Paul Moraux' Bude edition (Aristote, Du eiel, 
Paris 1965) XCII"., esp, XCIVff, Taran's (Gnomon 46, 1974, 129) criticism of Moraux is not 
baseless, Aristotle cannot here speak of the "etres celestes"; but for the reasons al ready 
touched upon divine "movers" are likewise out of the question, 
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ing aspects of the contentl7• The thoughts embodied in 279 a 18-23 produce a 
certain shock because the preceding chapters have led us to expect "nothing" 
outside the Heavens. Extraordinary intellectual energy has been expended on 
proving that the total amount of all elements, the sum of all bodies must be 
within this Cosmos, a tenet which for Plato (Tim. 32 c 5-33 b 1 )  had been a 
teleological postulate, whereas Aristotle, thanks to his doctrines of natural 
places and natural movements, is able to provide more strictly scientific proofs 
for itlS• However arguments and doctrines that settle the fate of physical objects 
cannot extend to incorporeal etemal beings. The gods are above the laws of 
physics, and none of the arguments used in the preceding chapters of Oe caelo I 
could prevent their existence anywhere within the Cosmos or simply sv oupuvep, 
where early Greek belief had given them their home. No physical event, no 
time, no change or movement materializing in their surroundings could touch 
them. Still the idea of removing them "above" this world, ou t of all contact with 
objects familiar to us from daily commerce or daily sight, has special attractions. 
Moreover, Aristotle's decision had a precedent, and since the entities previously 
associated with this realm were for him non-existent, his own supreme realities 
might as weil succeed to the honor. Being like the Forms axpro�u'to�, 
acrXl1�ancr't� ... oucriu öV't(o� oucru ... �6vcp geu'tll vep (and whatever further 
description of this type might be added), they fully qualified. 

If we wonder what bearing the passage in Oe caelo has on the three expla
nations proposed above, it is immediately apparent that the chances of the first, 
not too good in any case, are reduced even further; for that Aristotle should 
have conceived these ideas about 'taKel independently of the 'Phaedrus' is very 
hard to believe. Anybody inclined to the third explanation would logically have 
to conclude that the 'Phaedrus' had become known between the composition of 
'Physics' III and IV and the origin of the sentences in Oe caelo I 9. This again 
seems unlikely. Without doubt, the second of our three explanations comes off 
best. For if Aristotle looked at Tim. 52 b 4ff. as cutting the ground from any 
hypothesis suggesting a "place" for the Forms, he could yet with a perfectly 
good conscience associate the "beyond" with the highest realities of his own 
system. For the conception of this "beyond" has been revised. 

There i$ a significant difference between Plato's ll1tEpOupav\O� 't61to� and 

17 Repeated attempts to fit 279 a 1 1-b 3 into the over-all argument of De caelo I have confirmed 
my conclusion that a unified and intrinsically coherent train of thought can be constructed 
only at tbe price of accepting very improbable sequences of thought and a most artificial 
explanation of the main sentences. I am not prepared to make tbis sacrifice of common sense, 
nor can I find it revolting to allow a "break" or to recognize an "afterthought". Once we admit 
the break, some kind of unity would be saved, and at a 25 Aristotle would by a ratber brusque 
ICa"tQ "tov au"tov ö& AOYOV return to the divine oupav6c; and its divine "first body", applying to 
tbem some of the cbaracteristics tbat he has previously used of the divine entities E�(OaEV. 

18 See esp. I 8 and the seetions of I 9 preceding 279 a 11 .  Tbe arguments refuting the existence of 
an infinite body ( I  5) are relevant too. 
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Aristotle's E�ro tOU oupavouJ9• For, as we have seen "outside the Heavens" there 
is no place, and t<h:Ei are - the normal local connotations of EKEi notwithstand
ing - "not in place". This makes it philosophically safe to think of eternal and 
non-physical reality as existing in the beyond. Although Aristotle in the passage 
under discussion rises to a high pitch of enthusiasm, he is not like Socrates in his 
inspired hymn on the good Eros, composing a myth but presenting truth and 
science unalloyed. Nevertheless for anyone recalling the more than cavalier 
treatment of the U7tEPOUptlV10C; t07tOC; in the 'Physics', Aristotle's return to the 
realm "outside" does not lack an ingredient of irony20. 

Another important difference between the Platonic and the Aristotelian 
conception should be recorded. Plato in the myth of the 'Phaedrus' takes the 
uxpro!.1atoc; Kat UO'Xl1J.1tltlO'tOC; ouO'i,a ÖVtroc; ouO'a for granted. Hs existence and 
peculiar character have been firmly established in other dialogues; only on its 
place has he to announce a new "truth". Aristotle might almost be said to 
proceed in the opposite direction. Having by his doctrine of natural places 
discovered an environment which excludes place, time, movement, and of 
course also body2J, he uses tbis environment to clarify and define the nature of 
his deity. Besides being not in place, divine beings must be unaging, unchang
ing, eternal. The absence of time and movement (in the broader sense of 
change) guarantees these�qualities, and since what is immune to change is also 
immune to suffering, God must for ever enjoy the best life (279 a 1 8-22)22. 
From the positions established in Oe caelo I Aristotle arrives at a concept of the 
divine wh ich combines with, and complements that emerging from his argu
ments in 'Physics' VIII and 'Metaphysics' A. There is agreement in all essentials. 
For whether he does or does not cause motion matters little for the Aristotelian 
god (although for the Cosmos and all of us it makes the difference between 

19 It is immaterial that Plato too uses these words and does so with a certain aplomb; at 247 c 2 he 
chooses them to announce the description of the U7tEPOUPUVlOC; t07toc;. 

20 Cf. Jaeger, Aristotle (Eng!. trI.) 30If.; Moraux, op. eil. LXXV and others cited by hirn ibid. 
21 279 a 11-17. Since these conc1usions (regardless of whether or not they are a part of the 

original draft) are quite legitimate in the context and since a 18--22 embodies thoughts based 
on a 11-17, the widely held opinion that this entire seetion is taken from ITEpi IjllÄ,ocrolpiac; (for 
concise information on it see Moraux, op. eil. LXXV and n. I) has its difficulties. Some 
borrowing from this dialogue may weil be admitted but when we have to decide how far it 
extends - and in particular how far before a 30 it may begin - we cannot disregard the logical 
connec�on between a 11Ir. and the preceding argumentations. Aristotle's language tends to be 
enthusiastic when in the course of his thought he arrives at a 9EOl> 9Eropia, which is after all 
man's supreme activity (Eth. Eud. VlII 3, 1249 b 161f.); cf. as manifestations of such enthu
siasm Metaph. A 7, 1072 b 14-30; Eth. Nie. X 7, 1177 b 27-1178 a 8. 

22 It is tempting to compare � 421f.: 9EÖ>v ElioC; acrq>al.tc; aid / ... . OUt' aVEllolcrl t1VucrcrEtal OUtE 
7tOt' OIlßpep / liEUEtal OUtE XuOV E7tl7tiÄ,vatal, aÄ,Ä.iJ. lluÄ,' aiepl] / ItE7ttatal aVEIpEÄ,oC;, ÄEUKl] 
li'E7tlliElipOIlEV aiyÄ,l]; for this passage too leads up to the "best life" enjoyed by the IlUKaPEC; 
9EOi for ever. Tbe similar structure of Aristotle's "hymnic" passage makes us wonder whether 
its phrasing has been inftuenced by the archaie analogue. 
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existence and non-existence)23. Slightly more serious is that in Phys. VIII 10, 
267 b 17-26 we receive the impression that the deity is at the circumference, 
which could not be the same as E�O). On the öther hand, if we confine our att�n
tion to the esoteric works and leave dialogues such as llEpi <ptA.ocro<pia� out of 
the discussion, the arguments in De cael0 are the only ones that show how it is 
possible for the deity required by 'Physics' and 'Metaphysics' to exist·and to 
continue for ever (for what these two works show is not so much the physical j 

possibility as the logical necessity of the Prime Mover)24. 

23 See 279 a 281f. and Metaph. A 7, 1072 b I3f. 
24 In Physies VIII eternal movement, which is necessary if ta öv is to remain in its right condi

tion, requires as mover something eternal that is "unmoved"; this, besides being ch:iv1]tov 
and al1EtaßI..1]tOV, must also be "partless" (aI1Epi:.;), !:e. without extension and incorporeal 
(10,267 b 17-26). In Metaphysies A the principle of all changes must be eternal and without 
matter (at 6, 1071 b 201f. this is the precondition of eternity); in eh. 7 Aristotle becomes specific 
about the "best life" (l1öuHov Kai apu1tov; cf. 279 a 21), which as we know, the god enjoys for 
ever. This in turn coincides with the ti:l..o,; and ti:I..EIOV of Eth. Nie. (X 7). At the apex - the 
UKpOtatOv - cosmology, metaphysics and ethics converge. 

If the god moves 00'; Eprol1EVOV (Metaph. A 7, 1072 b 3), the best and most pie asant life 
which he enjoys and which must continue withoul elfort (a7tovov; cf. De eaelo 11 1,284 a 14f. 
27-35) is in no way impaired. 

I wish to thank my colleague David Sider for his helpful comments. 

[A copy of Carlo Natali, COS';IO e divinitd (L'Aquila 1974) reached me after this paper had 
been completed. In his careful analysis of De eaelo 279 a 11- b 3 (pp. I 451f. ) N atali explains correct
Iy why the gods may here be introduced. On b 1-3 and a few other points where we diverge I cannot 
expect my brief remarks to inftuence his 6pinion. A fuller discussion of this seetion seems needed 
but the prospects of reaching general agreement are far from good. - Another welcome publication 
which I have just received is Leonardo Taran's paper: Plotinus and the U7tEpOupaVto.; t07to,; (Classi
ca et Mediaevalia 30, 1974, 258ff.). His reference to Epinomis 981 b 5 (p. 361) deserves attention. I 

, had wished for a study of this kind while I was engaged on my paper.] 
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